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A review of methods to extract the standard CKM unitarity triangle angle α is provided. The sizes of related
theoretical errors are reviewed.
1. Introduction
The determination of the standard CKM uni-
tarity triangle angle β = arg(−V ∗cbVcd/V ∗tbVtd)
from b→ cc¯s transitions (i.e. B(t)→ J/ψKS and
related modes) has reached an impressive preci-
sion [1]
β = (21.2± 1.0)◦, (1)
with the ultimate theory error below per-
cent level [2]. This sets high standards
for the determinations of the other two an-
gles, α = arg(−V ∗tbVtd/V ∗ubVud) and γ =
arg(−V ∗ubVud/V ∗cbVcd). In this review we address
the theoretical errors for the methods that are
used in the determination of α. They represent
the ultimate precision at which the angle α can
be measured even with unlimited statistics.
The theoretical uncertainties arise because
sin 2α is directly related to measured CP asym-
metries only in the limit of one dominant ampli-
tude. Focusing for the moment on B → π+π−
decays for clarity, we define the ”tree”, T , and
”penguin”, P , amplitudes
A(B0 → π+π−) ≡ Api+pi− = Teiγ +Peiδ, (2)
and B¯0 → π+π− amplitude A¯pi+pi− is obtained
through γ → −γ exchange. In our notation pen-
guin carries only the strong phase δ, and tree only
the weak phase γ. The angle α is extracted from
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indirect CP asymmetry where
Spi+pi− = −2
ℑ(λ)
1 + |λ|2 , λ = e
−2iβ A¯pi+pi−
Api+pi−
, (3)
measured in the time dependent decay width
Γ(B0(t)→ π+π−) ∝ Γpi+pi− [1+
+ Cpi+pi− cos∆mt− Spi+pi− sin∆mt] ,
(4)
Expanding to first order in r = P/T one has
Spi+pi− =sin 2α+ 2r cos δ sin(β+α) cos 2α. (5)
In the limit of vanishingly small penguins
Spi+pi− = sin 2α, which receives O(r) corrections
(5). The theoretical error on α therefore depends
on how well we can determine the hadronic pa-
rameters r and δ. It is not possible to determine
both of them from Γ(B0(t) → π+π−). Namely,
in (4) we have 3 measurables that depend on 4
unknowns: T, r, δ, γ. Additional input is thus re-
quired in order to determine the penguin pollu-
tion (i.e. fix the size of r). This can be ob-
tained by using approximate symmetries of QCD:
isospin, flavor SU(3) or using expansion in 1/mb.
We describe these three approaches and the re-
sulting errors in the rest of the review. As evi-
dent from Fig. 1 the penguin-to-tree ratios obey
a hierarchy
r(π+π−) > r(ρ+π−) ∼ r(π+ρ−) > r(ρ+ρ−). (6)
For methods based on SU(3) and 1/mb we expect
the same hierarchy in the theory errors, while this
may not be the case for methods based on isospin
as will be discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 1. The sizes of penguin-to-tree ratios r ob-
tained from isospin decomposition (blue) or using
SU(3) (red). The very loose bounds on r(ρ±π∓)
following from isospin analysis are not shown.
2. Isospin
2.1. Measurement of α from B → ππ
The standard methods for obtaining α from
B → ππ, ρρ, ρπ all use isospin. The measure-
ment of α from B(t) → ππ or longitudinal ρρ
relies on the triangle construction due to Gronau
and London [3], shown on Fig. 2. The trian-
gles visualize the isospin relations between de-
cay amplitudes. Furthermore, the observable
sin(2αeff) = Spipi/
√
1− C2pipi is directly related
to α through 2α = 2αeff − 2θ, with θ defined on
Fig. 2. The construction relies on the follow-
ing assumptions: (i) that ∆I = 5/2 operators
are not present in the effective weak Lagrangian
(these can eg. arise from ∆I = 2 electromagnetic
rescattering of two pions), (ii) that there are no
isospin breaking corrections and (iii) that A+0 is
a pure tree, so that the bases of the two triangles
on Fig. 2 coincide.
The ∆I = 5/2 effects have not been analysed
in detail in this context. One expects them to be
parametrically small, suppressed by electromag-
netic coupling αem and thus O(1%). The other
two corrections are related to isospin breaking due
to different u and d quark masses and charges.
Isospin breaking has several effects relevant for α
determination: (i) the basis of operators in effec-
tive weak Hamilton is extended to include elec-
troweak penguin operators (EWP) Q7,...,10, (ii)
π0 mass eigenstate no longer coincides with the
isospin eigenstate leading to π0 − η − η′ mixing
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Figure 2. Gronau-London construction, with
only one of four possible triangle orientations
shown. The subscripts Ai denote pion charges,
while A¯i refer to CP conjugated modes, eg.
A+− = 〈π+π−|H |B0〉.
(and similarly to ρ0 − ω mixing for the vector
mesons), (iii) the reduced matrix elements be-
tween states in the same isospin multiplet may
no longer be related simply by SU(2) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. Not all of these effects can
be bounded at present. In literature only the first
two have been analyzed in some detail [4,6,5].
The effect of EWP is known quite precisely. In-
cluding them still gives two closed triangles as in
Fig. (2). The triangle bases, however, are now
at an angle to each other since A0+, A¯0+ are no
longer only pure tree. Neglecting small contri-
butions from Q7,8 operators [7,5], while relating
Q9,10 to the tree operators [7,8],
∆α = −3
2
(
C9 + C10
C1 + C2
)
sin(β + α) sinα
sinβ
= (1.5± 0.3± 0.3)◦,
(7)
where the first error is from experimental uncer-
tainty on α, β, while the second is an estimate of
the error due to nonzero Q7,8 matrix elements.
Exactly the same shift due to EWP holds for the
ρρ system and between T and T tree amplitudes
in B → ρπ.
The effect of π0 − η − η′ mixing is known less
precisely. Because the π0 wave function is com-
posed of I = 1 and small I = 0 terms, |π0〉 =
|π3〉 + ǫ|η〉 + ǫ′|η′〉, with ǫ = 0.017 ± 0.003, ǫ′ =
0.004 ± 0.001 [9], there are additional contribu-
tions from A(B0 → π0η(′)) so that the triangles
3in Fig. (2) no longer close [4]. Varying the phases
of these amplitudes, while constraining the mag-
nitudes from experiment leads to a bound [5]
|∆αpi−η−η′ | < 1.6◦. (8)
These two examples of isospin breaking effects
show that even though not all of the isospin
breaking effects can be calculated or constrained
at present, the ones that can be are of expected
size
∼ (mu −md)/ΛQCD ∼ α0 ∼ 1%. (9)
2.2. Measurement of α from B → ρρ
The isospin analysis in B → ρρ follows the
same lines as for B → ππ, but with three separate
isospin relations, one for each polarization. How-
ever, in B → ρρ longitudinal component com-
pletely dominates so that only one isospin rela-
tion is relevant. Another difference from the ππ
system is that ρ resonances have a nonnegligible
decay width. The two ρ resonances can then also
form an I = 1 final state [10], which affects the
analysis at O(Γ2ρ/m
2
ρ), but it is possible to con-
strain this effect experimentally [10].
As before the theoretical error on extracted α
is given by isospin breaking effects. While the
shift due to EWP is exactly the same as in ππ,
there are also novel effects due to ρ − ω mixing
[5]. Relatively large, O(1) effect is expected near
ω resonance invariant mass of final π+π− pair,
while the integrated effect of the ω resonance is
< 2% and is thus of expected size for isospin
breaking. There are also other isospin effects, e.g.
that couplings between ρ+, ρ0 and π+π0, π+π−
final states may not be given by SU(2) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. All the effects that can be
estimated now, however, are found to be of the
expected size of O(1%) [5]
2.3. B → ρπ
The Snyder-Quinn method exploits the fact
that B → ρ±π∓, ρ0π0 decays are part of the
B → π+π−π0 three body decay [11]. From
time dependent B0 and B¯0 Dalitz plot analysis
one can therefore measure magnitudes and rela-
tive phases of B0(B¯0) → ρ±π∓, ρ0π0 amplitudes
from the overlaps between different ρ resonance
bands. This additional information has a ben-
eficial consequence that only an isospin relation
between penguin amplitudes is needed (in con-
trast to Gronau-London triangle constructions in
B → ππ, ρρ, where also relations between tree
amplitudes are used). Isospin breaking effects are
thus expected to be P/T suppressed [5]! (This
would not be true for the pentagon analysis,
though.) The exception to this rule are EWP
that are expected to lead to the largest contri-
bution because they are directly related to the
tree amplitudes, but are easily taken into account
similarly as in B → ππ. Other isospin breaking
effects are expected to be P/T ∼ 0.2 suppressed.
For instance, using SU(3) relations the shift due
to π0 − η − η′ mixing was estimated in [5] to be
|∆αpi−η−η′ | = |ǫPρη + ǫ
′Pρη′ |
|T |
≤ 0.024ǫ+ 0.069ǫ′ ≤ 0.1◦.
(10)
This does not include all isospin breaking but it
does show that the suppression exists.
3. SU(3)
3.1. B → ρρ
We do not discuss B → ππ system in this
context since penguin pollution is larger, so that
SU(3) method is expected to have larger errors.
The penguin pollution on the other hand is very
small for B → ρρ, cf. Fig. 1. Small penguin pol-
lution makes, somewhat surprisingly, the method
based on the SU(3) symmetry as theoretically
clean as the isospin analysis [12]. The reason is
that SU(3) symmetry is used to directly bound
P/T , while isospin construction involves relations
between the tree amplitudes as well. The isospin
breaking to this larger amplitudes thus also en-
ter into the corrections. One further advantage
of the SU(3) approach over isospin analysis is
that one does not need a measurement of Cρ0ρ0 ,
which is not available yet. (Because of this the
isospin analysis at present leads only to a broad
constraint |α− αeff | < 22.4◦ (95% CL) [13].)
The basic idea of the method based on SU(3)
flavor symmetry is to relate the ∆S = 0 B0 →
ρ+ρ− decay, in which tree and penguin ampli-
tudes have CKM elements of similar size T ∼
4VubV
∗
ud, P ∼ VcbV ∗cd to the ∆S = 1 decays in
which the tree is CKM suppressed, T ′ ∼ VubV ∗us,
while the penguin is CKM enhanced P ′ ∼ VcbV ∗cs.
Thus P ′/T ′ is 1/λ2 enhanced over P/T and can
be used to bound P/T . In Ref. [12] the au-
thors used penguin dominated BrL(K
∗0ρ+) for
this purpose. The relation to the penguin in
B0 → ρ+ρ− is then
|AL(K∗0ρ+)|2CP−av = F
( |Vcs|fK∗
|Vcd|fρ
)
P 2, (11)
where the parameter F is equal to 1, if
SU(3) breaking can be factorized, and if color-
suppressed EWP and penguin annihilation con-
tributions are neglected (for F = 1 one has
P/T = 0.10 ± 0.02 showing that penguin pol-
lution is small). Taking a conservative range
0.3 ≤ F ≤ 1.5 and including pre-ICHEP06 exp.
errors on SL, CL to fit for two unknowns, α and
the strong phase δ, the authors of Ref. [12] find
α = [91.2+9.1−6.6 (exp)
+1.2
−3.9 (th)]
◦, where the last er-
ror is due to the variation in F and represents the
ultimate theoretical error of this approach. It is
comparable to the theoretical error in the isospin
analysis.
3.2. B → ρπ
The Snyder-Quinn method uses interference of
ρ resonances in B → π+π−π0 to extract the infor-
mation on relative phase [11]. A potential prob-
lem is that the ρ resonance bands do not overlap
head-on and one is sensitive to the resonance tails.
This can be avoided by using just the ρ±π∓ final
states and the SU(3) related modes [14]. Simi-
larly to (2), the tree and penguin contributions
are first defined according to their weak phases
A(B0 → ρ±π∓) = eiγT± + P±. (12)
In total there are 8 unknowns: |T±|, |P±|,
arg
(
P±/T±
)
, arg
(
T−/T+
)
, α, but just 6 observ-
ables. Additional information on penguin con-
tributions can be obtained from SU(3) related
∆S = 1 modes B0 → K∗+π−,K+ρ− and B+ →
K∗0π+,K0ρ+ , in which penguins are CKM en-
hanced and tree terms CKM suppressed com-
pared to the ρ±π∓ final state. This gives at 90%
CL [14]
0.16 ≤ |P+/T+| ≤ 0.24,
0.12 ≤ |P−/T−| ≤ 0.29,
(13)
where in order to relate the ∆S = 1 and
∆S = 0 channels, annihilation like topolo-
gies were neglected. Since penguin contribu-
tions are relatively small, the error introduced
because of the SU(3) breaking on extracted
value of α are expected be small, of order
O(δSU(3)P±/T±). A Monte Carlo study with
up to 30% SU(3) breaking on penguins for in-
stance gives
√
〈(αout − αin)2〉 ∼ 2◦ [14], but fur-
ther analyses are called for. Finally, note that
unlike the Snyder-Quinn approach the method of
using SU(3) symmetry determines α only up to
discrete ambiguities. In order to resolve ambi-
guities an additional assumption had to be used
in [14], namely arg(T−/T+) < 90
◦ in agreement
with factorization theorems. The improvement
on the knowledge of α gained through this con-
straint was further explored in [15].
3.3. α from a±1 π
∓
While isospin analysis is practically impossible
for a±1 π
∓ since one either has to deal with res-
onance overlaps in 4-body final states or with
pentagon relations, the extension of the SU(3)
method to a1(1260)
±π∓ final states is fairly
straightforward and similar to the case of ρπ
[16]. An additional complication is that the K1A
state, which belongs to the same SU(3) multi-
plet as a1, is an admixture of two mass eigen-
states. As before the method works much bet-
ter if P/T is smaller. If P/T ≪ 1 one can use
bounds on penguin pollution, otherwise general
SU(3) fits are possible (but in this case no sup-
pression of SU(3) errors is expected). Because of
the K1A mixing one needs branching ratios for at
least 3 SU(3) related modes to arrive at bounds,
either Γ(B0 → K+1 (1400)π−) and Γ(B0 →
K+1 (1200)π
−), or Γ(B+ → K01 (1400)π+) and
Γ(B+ → K01 (1200)π+), and in addition Γ(B0 →
a−1 K
+) or Γ(B+ → a+1 K0). At CKM2006 the
first measurement of time dependent B(t) →
a±1 π
∓ decay width was reported by BaBar [17,18].
54. 1/mb
An interesting way of using 1/mb expansion to
obtain precise constraints in the ρ¯, η¯ plane was
presented in Ref. [19,20]. A crucial observation
by Buchalla and Safir was that the penguin, P ,
and tree, T , parameters in (2) already contain the
absolute values of CKM elements |V ∗ubVud| and
|V ∗cbVcd| respectively. They define a new ratio
where the dependence on the CKM elements is
explicit
P
T
= r =
r˜√
η¯2 + ρ¯2
≃ 1
2.5
r˜, (14)
with ρ¯, η¯ the parameters in a Wolfenstein
parametrization of the CKM matrix. One can
then get a precise constraint in the ρ¯, η¯ plain, if
the hadronic parameters r˜ and the strong phase δ
are known to some reasonable degree. Changing
the variables from ρ¯, η¯ to tanβ, η¯, (since β was
measured precisely from SJ/ΨKS) one gets
η¯ =
1 + cotβS −√1− S2
(1 + cot2 β)S
(1 + r˜ cos δ). (15)
It is important to note that the unknown hadronic
parameter r˜ enters only in the form 1+ r˜ cos δ. In
QCD factorization its value is r = 0.107± 0.031,
where the error is the combined error from in-
put parameters and the (model dependent) esti-
mates of uncertainties due to subleading correc-
tions. The error on η¯ is thus small, at the or-
der of a few percent. In the original proposal
[19,20] the strong phase δ was taken to be small,
so that cos δ → 1 with corrections only of sec-
ond order in δ. These are small, if charming
penguins are perturbative (in QCD factorization
δ = 0.15± .25 [20]). Alternatively one could de-
termine the strong phase δ from Cpi+pi− simulta-
neously with η¯ in (15). 1/mb expansion was used
also in Ref. [21] in a different way, as an addi-
tional constrain on the isospin analysis, while in
Ref. [22] it was argued that 1/mb expansion can
be used to extract α fromB → K0K¯0, albeit with
relatively large theoretical errors.
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